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Design and Ecosystems: How design contributes to the bigger picture.



Why should Designers care 
about ecosystems?



To get an idea of the big picture 
before crafting the details. 



What is an “Ecosystem”?



What is an “Ecosystem”?

In Nature
In Society
In Politics
In Business
In Technology



Nature.
Natural ecosystems are all around us...for example in lakes, forests and deserts.

These ecosystems provide a critical balancing point for our planet where 
biodiversity is key.



Man has created his own ecosystems, cities an obvious example. 

Roads, buildings, parks and transportation all work together to provide an optimal 
environment for us to thrive in.

Society.



Political movements and situations create ecosystems too.

Dynamics and interdependencies between critical parties can lead to the downfall 
of governments.

Politics.



Economic ecosystems use money as their fuel.

Banks, corporations, investors and traders work together to create value.

Business.



Technology enabled social networks create virtual ecosystems.

These virtual ecosystems have the same dynamics as their natural counterparts.

Technology.



There are many different kinds 
of ecosystems, but they all 
share common structures, 

rules and patterns.



Generic anatomy of an ecosystem 







So what about Design...
how does that fit into 

ecosystems?



...and plays a critical part in ‘glueing’ the ecosystem together.

Design is everywhere...



Good Design can lead to thriving ecosystems...

Smart platform design will attract quality 
app designers/developers and enable a 
store full of great apps☺

Beautiful industrial design will get people to 
buy phones and in turn use the software 
and services

Great app design will lead to deeper 
engagement with the platform and help sell 
more phones☺

☺



Bad Design can lead to broken ecosystems...

By not using standard UI components and 
behaviours, app designers risk making their 
apps hard to use!

If UI designers do not understand 
performance and hardware issues then 
their solution will not perform or run!

Designers creating an OS need to 
understand how apps and content need to 
work otherwise no-one will adopt platform!



Some good examples of 
ecosystem design ✓



Good ecosystem design: Mac OS and IOS UI

Apple designers have done a good job in enabling their iCosystem. UI 
components are optimised for all devices yet retain learnable behaviours and 
consistency. Their App Store is curated and iAds provide monitisation. Some don’t 
like their closed approach to ecosystems but their products are good to use.



Good ecosystem design: Lego

Lego designers have created the ultimate scaleable 
ecosystem whereby the same modular design principles can 
be leveraged and applied to anything from remote control 
robots to lunch boxes.



Good ecosystem design: Arduino

A grass roots driven open-source prototyping platform that enables hardware and 
software designers to innovate on top of standardised components. Coupled with 
the latest 3D printing technology Arduino now powers a thriving ‘personal 
manufacturing’ scene.



Some bad examples of 
ecosystem design ✕



Bad ecosystem design: Android variants

Companies have made their own customised versions of the OS leading to 
multiple versions running on a massive range of hardware. This makes it hard to 
manage, support and retain cohesiveness of the UI. However, Android is growing 
fast and is very open.



Bad ecosystem design: Electrical power sockets and plugs

No single global design has been established leading to numerous variants. With 
no standards in place life get’s more complicated and expensive for us all.



Bad ecosystem design: Spotify

Spotify iPad users get the same iPhone UI - resulting in a very poor product 
experience. Spotify designers should have prevented this and designed an 
optimised UI for a larger screen.



Design Principles for 
Ecosystems



Design Principles for ecosystems

Simple:
Make things 
recognisable

Fluid:
Enable seamless 
integration

Modular:
Standardise and 
create patterns

Scaleable:
Ensure solution 
can grow over time

Flexible:
Make it easy to 
customise and 
adapt

Standards:
Build on learnt 
behaviours and 
existing assets



Discussion and QA.



Google?Apple?

Open?Closed?

What is the best design strategy?

The ecosystem dilemma.



Download this presentation:

https://files.me.com/darrylfeldman/
z3yz98.key.zip


